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A REPORT 

 On  

Celebration of “67th Republic day” 

Celebration of the day from which our constitution was come in action and 

our nation is ruled on the theme that “by the people, to the people, for the people”. 

So in our institute A. Y. Dadabhai Technical Institute, Kosamba (R.S.), have 

celebrated 67th republic day with lots of proud and respect for our freedom fighter. 

Flag Hosting 

                                                                                    

Early in the morning at about 8:00 am, 

our principal Mr. H. I. Patel has hosted 

the flag which was followed by 

national anthem and national song as 

our tradition   

 

Staff Member After Flag Hosting 
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Some students have shared their views about the freedom, one of them is 

Abdul Rehman from Electrical Engineering Department has told about the current 

problems of the nation. The other girl student Shrivastav Rasmi had spoke about 

the true independence i. e. what is true independence and whether we had true 

independent and true republic nation. Last semester student Verma Sapna also 

spoke about solution which should we have to implemented to improve the status 

of our nation in the global level. 

Students delivering speeches 

 
  

Mr Avesh Chamadiya, faculty member from Electronics and 

Communication Department has told about the brief history of Indian constitution 

and how it come in the action and which difficulties raised  at that time.  

Finally our chief guest Mr H. I Patel sir has told about the current issues like 

illiteracy, corruption, poverty and youth. They also discussed some points 

regarding the politics that this nation is not only for politicians and in addition to 

that he suggested some points that how we can up lift our nation by working 

together.  
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The function was demerged with memories of our heroes and with some 

concern about the Nation current condition. 

 


